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Dear Revox Partner,

we continue where we left off in the old year - we are continuously expanding and improving our systems.

Today we are providing you with further updates for our Multiuser systems and communicating an

important change in our network recommendations.

For the Multiuser 3.0 system the new 0.4.4 version adds great new features and a few small bug fixes. For

the Multiuser 2 (Voxnet) system, there is an important compatibility update.

Find out more details below in the text.

We wish you continued very good sales success with our Multiuser 3.0 products.

Best regards
 
Your
Revox Team

MULTIUSER  3.0 UpdateMULTIUSER  3.0 Update

New Multiuser 3.0 UpdateNew Multiuser 3.0 Update
A new software update 0.4.4 for the Multiuser 3.0
system is currently available on our online update
server.

https://news.revox.com/c/39/6298529/0/0/0/365007/9cd632bec7.html
https://news.revox.com/mailing/39/6298529/0/4cb9d4180d/index.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6298529/0/0/0/365009/4d961fe900.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6298529/0/0/0/365011/f050c2c6cf.html


This update is automatically installed on the STUDIOSTUDIOMASTER M500 / STUDIOSTUDIOMASTER M300 / V400
Multiuser Server, provided the last update with OS version 0.4.3 has already been activated.
As soon as the update is available on your system, the update icon appears in the app room list
(M300&M500) or in the user list (V400). Tapping the icon makes the update effective.
The new version 0.4.4 comes up with very good extensions and small bug fixes.
Here are a few highlights:

Add music server content to user favourites
Create playlists and playqueues in the

music server
Search functions extended
System standby functions in extended
New update window for upcoming versions

added
and much more

The release notes for the current Multiuser system and the upcoming app update can be found HERE or on
our support page.
An updated user manual for the STUDIOSTUDIOMASTER M300/M500 can be found on our homepage.
The Multiuser App Version 3.0.2 will also be available in the Play and App Store shortly.The Multiuser App Version 3.0.2 will also be available in the Play and App Store shortly.

New V400 Multiuser 3.0 USB Update Image V0.4.4New V400 Multiuser 3.0 USB Update Image V0.4.4

Based on the latest Multiuser 3.0 version, we have
created a new V400 USB update image.

Download the latest update instructions HERE. You can also find this together with the image on our
support page: www.support-revox.de
Please note that the USB update process is only intended for the initial update to the Multiuser 3.0 system.
Once updated via USB stick, further updates will be done online.

Note: there are still many V400 multiuser servers with installed 3 software that have pending updates!
Therefore, please make sure to check the OS version of your V400 server (App - Settings - User
Information) and activate pending updates by restarting the server via the front button.

Multiuser System 2.0 UpdateMultiuser System 2.0 Update
If you want to continue to operate an existing
Multiuser 2.x system with a Multiuser 3.0 server
(e.g. M500/M300) in the same network, it is
absolutely necessary to update the Multiuser 2.x
system to version 2-5!

https://news.revox.com/c/39/6298529/0/0/0/365031/7ac8c890aa.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6298529/0/0/0/365035/124b219ee1.html


The update of the 2.x system should take place before the first start-up of an M500/M300, otherwise the
Multiuser 2.x system will crash.
The installation of version 2-5-0-1 for the V400 is done via the online update server. The installation of the
current version for the Synology is done manually via the package centre.
The Synology software packages and the update instructions including release notes can be found HERE or
on our support page: www.support-revox.de
 
Updated network manualsUpdated network manuals
Due to increased problems with the Netgear T-Series in the past weeks, we have removed this network
switch from our recommendation list. Therefore we have updated our documentation and made the Switch
Recommendation and Configuration V1.06 as well as the Multiuser Network Knowledge V1.05 available on
our support page.
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